Destroy The Distance: Review Examining Adam Rabin's Long Distance Relationship Program Released by ConquerHisHeart.com

Summary: ConquerHisHeart.com releases a review of Adam Rabin's Destroy The Distance, a new home study course revealing a method to have an "unbreakable" long distance relationship.

Destroy The Distance an instructional self-help course has been released by long distance relationship expert Adam Rabin. The new program has created a buzz of excitement in the dating advice community, drawing a review from ConquerHisHeart.com's Sean Roman.

"Long distance relationships have gotten a bum rap for their perceived high rate of failure," reports Roman. "In many cases a person's own friends will actively discourage them from dating someone who lives far away, because they don't think that it will work. However, in Adam Rabin's new program he is saying that this doesn't have to be the case at all, and that there is in fact a proven system for making long distance relationships work. Because many of our website visitors are in relationships with people living in other geographic areas, we were eager to review Destroy The Distance and see if it was a resource worth recommending."

Adam Rabin's Destroy The Distance shares a step-by-step approach to having an intimate, and connected long distance relationship and avoiding common traps that can sabotage a relationship and cause an unnecessary break up. The course was produced in collaboration with relationship coach and author Michael Fiore who is known for his shoot from the gut advice on modern relationships and best selling programs The Secret Survey and Text The Romance Back provided an interview on long distance texting which is included in the course.

Roman explains Destroy The Distance's growing popularity:

"People in long distance relationships face a unique set of challenges, and often feel insecure and anxious about where their relationships are headed," says Roman. "Destroy The Distance is calming many people's fears by giving them a plan of action to make sure things stay on the right track. This program is the first of it's kind, and until now it's been a real challenge for folks to find helpful info on this topic. A lot of people are relieved to have a long distance relationship 'road-map' that they can follow."

The Destroy The Distance program is available digitally online giving users instant access to all training materials. In addition to the core training, the program includes Fiore's long distance texting interview, done for you long distance texts, a long distance relationship repair guide as well as several unadvertised bonuses.

"While dating someone who is living on the other side of the country can be trying at times, there are also many positives," says Roman. "These situations force you to get creative and find ways to connect and be intimate, even at a distance, and that can make a relationship stronger in the long run. Anyone serious about making their long distance relationship last would be wise to use Destroy The Distance as a reference."

Those wishing to purchase Destroy The Distance, or for more information, click here.

Sean Roman provides reviews of popular dating guides for women on his website ConquerHisHeart.com. Those interested can read Roman's Destroy The Distance review at the following web address:
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